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A US International Trade Commission (USITC) study declassified on Feb. 26 indicates that in 1986,
193 US companies included in the survey reported global aggregate losses of $23.8 billion due to
inadequate protection of intellectual property rights. Extrapolating from the sample of companies,
the USITC estimates total aggregate US losses in 1986 of $43 billion to $61 billion. Additional
highlights of the study as summarized by the Office of the US Trade Representative appear below. *
The industries reporting the highest losses included scientific and photographic equipment (medical
machines and instruments such as x-ray requipment and pace-makers); computer hardware and
software; electronics (semiconductors and other electrical equipment); entertainment (including
motion picture and audio recording industries); motor vehicles and parts; pharmaceuticals; and,
chemicals. * The type of quantifiable losses experienced by US firms included lost royalty payments
and license fees; reduced profit margins; lost sales in the US to infringing imports; and, damage
to reputations resulting from copies or imitations. * The surveyed firms reported losses of exports
of goods and services valued at over $6.2 billion in 1986. * The motion picture, audio and video
recording industries reported royalty losses of over $2 billion. * The sample firms estimated losses
of $9.5 billion in sales lost in the US due to infringing imports. * Lost revenue caused by sales
of infringing goods represented an average profit reduction of 10%. * The surveyed companies
reported employment losses of over 5,300 jobs, most in computer hardware and software industries,
and chemicals (including pharmaceuticals). * Dozens of countries are accused of inadequate
copyright, trademark, and patent protection. The Latin American nations mentioned as the most
seriously delinquent in one or more areas were Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico. Estimated losses in
1986 as reported by the surveyed companies in the case of Mexico totaled $533.435 million, and in
the Brazilian case, $426.285 million.
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